
Standards for Individual and Community 



Standards for an Individual  

1. Segregates waste in his own home to give to community 
common collection (wet/dry/e/sanitary/medical) 

2. Does not exceed the per capita recommendation for 
water (IS1172 Standards : 150-200 litres per person per 
day) 

3. Has a voter registration card to vote 
4. Takes on one civic problem in his community’s adopted 

stretch with zeal and works to resolve it(refer slide 3) 
5. Leads or supports upliftment opportunities “around” the 

community 
6. Does not permit consumption of alcoholic beverages for 

under 21 years 
7. Does something to prevent more Nirbhayas in our country 

 
 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/jckkiaw0hqushr5/Whitefield Rising Waste Management Guidelines.pdf?m
ftp://law.resource.org/in/bis/S03/is.1172.1993.pdf
http://voteridcard.org.in/


Standards for a Community 
1. Segregates to highest standard and sends out less than 10% of the total garbage 

generated by the residents. Appoints a responsible vendor to process the 
community’s waste. Has a permanent process to check on compliance which is 
crucial to sustained success 

2. Has an STP, does Rainwater Harvesting and can report on per capita 
consumption of water at being on par with India’s recommended average 

3. Ensures everyone in the community is registered to vote and makes 
arrangements to promote voting on the day of elections. 

4. Adopts the stretch outside the community and starts solving the problems on a 
regular steady pace by engaging the community to volunteer there 

5. Adopts nearby stray dogs and gets them neutered while educating the 
community 

6. Solves the Traffic congestion on their stretch by doing what it takes – be it 
appointing special wardens at peak hours, moving bus stops or installing new 
medians. 

7. Has active programs to initiate change in the mindset of Whitefield’s men across 
all socio economic classes for the safety and empowerment of our women. 
 

http://218.248.45.169/download/swm/publicnotice1.pdf


Adopted Stretch Responsiblity 

1. Safe and clean pedestrian friendly pavement garbage and hole 
free. 

2. Traffic flowing smoothly. Other than volume of cars, no other 
external effect on the traffic. Eg: Pot holes, Rules broken by BMTC 
or other buses, illegal parking etc. Community can improve it! 

3. BESCOM transformers are safe and neat 
4. Cable wires not careless and dangerously hung 
5. Pavement trees bricklined and surrounded by low geraniums, 

grass or other flowers 
6. Open plots addressed 
7. Any other problems specific to the stretch addressed with 

compassion and respect to all stakeholders of the public space. 


